Conditions of participation for the PostFinance Helix competition
There are many different prizes to be won in the PostFinance Helix Esports team competition. The competition
starts on 29.07.2019 and runs until 15.09.2019. During this time, the competition will be publicized with an
advertising campaign on various channels (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube).

The PostFinance Helix competition is being run by Nexum agency Switzerland AG and presented by
PostFinance. Nexum AG is the sole point of contact and party responsible.

1.

The competition starts on 29.07.2019 and runs until 15.09.2019.

2.

The following prizes are available to be won:
1.

1 x Razer Phone 2

2.

2 x g935 Wireless Gaming Headset
2 xG533 Wireless Gaming Headset
2 x G903 LIGHT SPEED (Hero) Wireless Gaming Mouse
2 x G502 LIGHT SPEED Wireless Gaming Mouse
2 x G613 Wireless Gaming Keyboard
2 x G513
4x POWERPLAY Wireless Mousemat

3.

3.

1 of 10 UE Megaboom 3 Bluetooth speakers

Participation

Participation in the competition is free of charge, and there is no obligation to purchase or use anything. To
enter the competition, participants must fill in the form at www.postfinancehelix.com/competition during the
time period mentioned above. The closing date for entries is 15.09.2019 at midnight. Participation is valid for
the entire duration of the competition. Each person may enter only once and win only one prize.

4.

Determining the winners

Competition prize winners will be drawn at random from all the participants. The prize draw will take place
after the closing date for entries.

5.

Data protection

The contact details of the competition participants will be processed in order to run the competition and used
to contact the winners. By taking part in this competition, you consent to your first name, last name and e-mail

address being passed on to UPC Switzerland LLC so they can send you the esports.ch newsletter. You can
unsubscribe from this newsletter at any time. Furthermore, no data will be passed on to third parties. Data will
not be passed on to third parties. The winners’ names will be published on social media channels such as
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube and the company website.

There is no right of appeal and no cash prizes will be awarded. No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition.

6.

The competition will be held in German and English.

7.

Anyone residing in Switzerland is eligible to take part in this competition, with the exception of employees
working for MYI Entertainment GmbH or Nexum AG and members of the PostFinance Helix Esports team.

8.

PostFinance Helix accepts no liability in connection with this competition – on whatever legal grounds – as
far as admissible by law.

9.

By taking part (i.e. submitting the contact form at www.postfinancehelix.ch/competition) or, at the latest,
by accepting the prize, you agree to these conditions of participation.

10. The relevant participants will be excluded if they are suspected of submitting auto-generated entries and
posts, performing technical or other manipulations and multiplications or using a bot. The competition will
also not allow fake accounts that do not represent a real person. Decisions regarding the content of
entries, manipulation and multiplication attempts and the existence of fake accounts are at the entire
discretion of PostFinance Helix.
11. The competition is subject to Swiss law. In the event of any disputes, the place of jurisdiction is Berne.

